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Background 

 

• a personal view; based on experience as a 
researcher/practitioner/teacher/trainer 

 

• a view from “outside” the profession and the 
organisation, but with some understanding of 
the “inside”  

 

 

 



Even more background… 

• undergraduate: Political Science/ Philosophy at Glasgow University 
and Queen’s University (Ontario) 

• posts in FE and HE; articulation projects (the learning/guidance link) 
• trained as a careers adviser: PG course at UWS 2010-11 
• post-qualification guidance experience at Glasgow Caledonian 

University 
• PhD in Education: now in final stages  
• lecturer on UWS/WCS BA Childhood Practice degree course 

(students are practitioners) 
• research trainer in  College of Social Sciences at Glasgow University  
• publications and conference presentations: qualitative research 

methodology and methods, theorising identity, the experiences of 
academics working on vocational degree programmes in HE 
 
 



What am I going to talk about? 

 

• How can we make sense of 
professionalism/professional identity?  

 

• Where does research fit?  

 

• What are the challenges for careers advisers? 

 

• What are the challenges for  organisations? 

 



What we usually talk about when we talk about 
professionalism and professional identity… 



Professional identity, competence and 
“boundaries”  

 
• competence in a professional community is defined in relation to doing and 

knowing Remember the doctors? (Wenger, 1998) 
 

• the “body of knowledge” of a profession isn’t what we once learned about when 
we were “training”, but the developing practice of the community in which formal 
and informal knowledge is  implicated :not only the knowledge in theory, policy 
and organisational procedures, but also the accumulated and unfolding knowledge 
from the experience of struggling to make sense of these things in real-life 
situations)(Wenger-Trayner, 2015) 
 

• in this sense, in professional  practice  we are always “crossing boundaries”; we are 
always  forced to look outside the boundaries of what we already think we know 
as we deal with real life 

 
• an obvious example  of boundary-crossing is the student practitioner who is 

attempting to make sense of what counts as knowledge in academia and in 
practice at the same time:, but in fact, this kind of engagement has to continue if 
professional competence is to be maintained.  
 
 

 



What’s research got to do with it?  

• evidence-based practice and practitioner research: not just “reacting” to 
knowledge but capturing and creating knowledge; strengthening professional 
“voice” and influence 

• research for better practice and problem-solving; not just for career-development 

• research as a boundary-crossing activity; strengthens the practical knowledge-base 
of the profession; is outward-looking (into the world): tests “theory”  against 
experience as much as the other way round  

• encourages continued learning post-qualification in a meaningful way that is not 
“separate” from practice (the ultimate CPD activity?) 

• research is learning: it always requires engagement with existing 
knowledge/experience 

• research as contribution: to practice and to the wider inter-professional landscape 

• research as the indicator of “extended professionalism” (Hoyle and John, 1995) 



Challenges for organisations? 

• a “research-minded strategy”: a flexible model? PhD 
programme/ MSc projects/practitioner action 
research/research groupings and partnerships? 

• recognising the value of small-scale qualitative work; research 
(training) as CPD? 

• articulating LMI and small-scale projects; and both of these to 
strategic priorities  

• who researches what and what for? who are your 
“customers”? which professions do you represent?  where are 
your boundaries and how can  research-mindedness help you 
to cross them?   



 

 Thank-you  

 

Comments and questions? 
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